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Migrating External CGI Scripts into Drupal

Case Study 

Alaskamls.com (abbreviated “akmls”) is a full-service website for Realtors, Real Estate 

Brokers and none-realtors seeking to sell property by themselves. The last is referred to as FSBO 

(For Sale By Owner pronounced “fiz-bo”). The website has been under development since 2003.

Delivery of content is done by static HTML, generated HTML and dynamic CGI services 

using HTML templates with embedded variable content. The CGI services are implemented via 

an MVC (model-view-controller) framework written and maintained by myself using python and 

javascript. These services are very complex.

In this case, the acronym CGI refers to the Common Gateway Interface, which enables 

web browsers to execute free-standing executable files.

I've considered this approach as having intrinsic limitations like many legacy websites. 

Many designers and design implementations have been employed for the static content and the 

MVC templates (called views in MVC terminology – not to be confused with the drupal views 

module). The result has been a non-standardized approach to rendering content.

I'm going to begin by migrating CGI services into a drupal environment.  The first stage 

will be simply to integrate the CGI scripts. Rewriting those scripts in PHP or via existing drupal 

modules will not, initially, be cost - effective. Further services for the clients of akmls can then be 

developed from drupal itself with a fraction of the cost of what it would take to "hand-roll" them.

Filesystem Configuration

The CGI scripts (or other external resources) must be on the same machine and to the 

"outside world" they must also be in the same domain as the drupal root. We're going to be using 

AJAX functions from jQuery and cross domain requests are disallowed. 

Let's describe some example domains and filesystem paths. Our 'old' site is 

www.olddomain.com. The cgi loader is at www.olddomain.com/cgi-bin/myscriptloader.py. The 

old domain filesystem path is /home/olddomain and CGI scripts are below it at 

/home/olddomain/cgi-bin. We're going to install drupal at /home/newdomain. Now let's create a 

symlink or (in windows terminology 'shortcut') at /home/newdomain/akmls which points to 

/home/olddomain/cgi-bin, which is our CGI root. 
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Our new drupal install will be accessible by browser at www.newdomain.com and is 

governed by an .htaccess file at the root. This file directs the web server to execute index.php, 

which is the "loader" or "boot strapper" that serves all page requests to newdomain.com unless 

another .htaccess file is encounter. A similar .htaccess file at our CGI root directs page requests 

through whatever CGI loader is designated there through rewrite rules. This enables us to redirect 

the web server to another loader at any time without changes to drupal. In fact, by changing the 

symlink we can "plug in" a entirely new implementation. For example, symfony modules for 

drupal 8 or if we want to go completely retro, a COBOL app. Just kidding! But doable.

Drupal Module interface

Now we create a directory under the drupal root sites/all/modules path. Let's call it 'fsbo'. 

In the directory – sites/all/modules/fsbo – we write three files – fsbo.info,  fsbo.module and 

fsbo.install. The text in the .info file provides an interface to our admin/modules page. Here we 

can enable the module. Our .module file is a php source code file. Here we will write two 

implementations of drupal API hook functions.  The .install file sets up a database table that we 

are going to use for passing information between drupal and the external resources. Let's call that 

table “external_sessions”.

Let's define “hook”. A drupal core function prototype with a name beginning with “hook” 

defines certain behavior which is leveraged by a user-defined function where the text “hook” is 

replaced by a module name.

Our two hook implementations are of hook_permissions - called fsbo_permissions which 

provides an interface from our modules admin page to our permissions admin page, and 

hook_menu - implemented as fsbo_menu. fsbo_menu will create menu links that activate AJAX 

loading of  the services.

Each menu item in fsbo_menu directs drupal to a page callback function. A typical 

callback function checks for the existence of the session ID in the table that was created with 

fsbo.install.  If  the SID is not found, the function writes a record containing the name of the 

session cookie, SID, user ID, and remote address. The SID is contained in the session cookie. 

The callback also renders a small piece of jQuery code that loads content from a URL via AJAX. 

That URL takes the following form : http://www.newdomain.com/akmls/SID/controllerkey/view 

where path segment SID is the SID in our external_sessions record, 
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controllerkey directs our external script to load the appropriate controller. (A controller in my 

MVC lingo is a separate python source code file – like a node or module)  and 

viewkey denotes the view for the controller to use for rendering content. Each of our menu 

callback functions provides a different controllerkey to the script URL.  

Authentication

 Authentication on the external end has six steps. 

1)Check for the SID path segment. If found:

2)Check for the existence of the SID in the drupal core sessions table. When the user logs out, 

that record should be deleted. If a match is found: 

3)Check for a corresponding record indexed by SID in the external_sessions table. If that match 

is made the retrieved record will have the name of the session cookie. 

4)Check for the existence of the session cookie. If found: 

5)Check for content that matches the SID. 

6)Confirm that the remote address in the external sessions table matches the remote address of 

the requested URL.

If we pass step 6) authentication is confirmed.

Security

The Real Estate industry is highly competitive, even among employees of the same firm. 

The user should be urged to log in only when using the system and log out when done or when 

leaving their workstation for any amount of time.

The most anticipated security hole is where the user stays logged in and another 

individual accesses his or her machine. A sophisticated user could take note of the SID and the 

cookie (session) name and create a cookie and url on his machine. There is also the possibility 

that the remote address could be spoofed. The six steps above will prevent such a highjack as 

long as the user logs out when done.  The session.cookie_lifetime variable should be set to 0 to 

close the session when the browser is closed. Additional modules which block multiple sessions 

by the same user and automatically log out after a period of inactivity should be investigated as 

well.

There you have it. Now, we can add all sorts of new user services using drupal and do so 

in a fraction of the time it would take for me to do with my own "hand-rolled" code. In short, 
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now we leverage all of drupal resources available.

Afterwards

The authenticated CGI services at akmls are high-dollar services with a small volume of 

traffic and are running on a dedicated server. Currently, they offer high performance. Increased 

traffic can degrade performance of CGI. Performance can be increased by merging my 

framework with that of django and using either django fastcgi or wsgi services to load 

controllers. 

With a local .htaccess file as an intermediary, the interfacing module should not have to 

be modified. The use of external services on drupal is not common, nor is such usage completely 

unknown. I expect plenty of 'gotchas' as I proceed. I may also very possibly be establishing 

protocols that can extend the usage and appeal of drupal.  Integrating drupal with python or some 

other programming language may make it more attractive to some who don't have a high comfort 

level with PHP - either through institutional inertia or through greater familiarity with other 

programming languages. It should be noted also, that the source (programming language) of the 

external services should not be important  to drupal.

I have also developed a python-based interface to drush. This should further leverage 

integration into drupal - whether that integration be temporary or permanent.

Clearly, many would advocate for this scenario to be intermediate and to conclude such a 

migration with a complete rewrite using symfony modules in Drupal 8. This would entail extra 

cost but should be considered.
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